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am excited about starting a new academic year
that is ripe with opportunities to increase our
research and sponsored programs capabilities
that offer new and exciting instruction to our
York College students. In preparing ourselves to
take advantage of all the prospects ahead of us,
we must stay focused and maintain York’s
reputation of excellence. Last year we saw
significant gains in federal, private and PSCCUNY grants, even in an economic climate that
appeared to be unkind. I am proud that York
faculty rose to the challenge and am confident we
will continue to make positive gains.
The meticulous attention to detail and ingenuity
that many members of the faculty and staff have
applied to proposal writing should be applauded.
I implore all of you to share ideas and utilize the
sponsored research office to achieve even more
institutional and research excellence.
The College continues to encourage proposal
writing and collaboration among your peers as it
characterizes the familial spirit of York College.
We welcome all new faculty and staff to York and
encourage you to stop by our office.

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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**REVISED**

Policies and Procedures
of the
Office of Research and Sponsored
Programs
for Submitting Applications and
Proposals
The Office of Research and Sponsored Programs (ORSP) is the only office designated to
submit grant proposals to funding sources on behalf of York College, the City University of
New York. As such, the goal of the office is to ensure all research and sponsored programs
proposals are prepared and monitored in accordance with all applicable Federal and State
regulations; OMB Circular A21, and College and University policies and procedures. In order to
do this effectively and efficiently all who are applying for grants must adhere to the following
procedures:
•
•
•
•

•

Every proposal whether it requires a signature or not must be reviewed and approved
by ORSP before submittal
Proposals must be submitted to ORSP ten business days prior to the deadline of the
funding source for review, approval and submission
Proposals must be complete with budget and budget justification in order to allow
sufficient time for adequate review and submission
Proposals being submitted electronically must be received with all information uploaded
as electronic files for review which will then be submitted by this office via electronic
portal. Files must be converted to PDF if necessary.
Proposal Certification and Conflict of Interest forms must accompany proposals at time
of submission to the ORSP (forms are located in the ORSP office)

Remember the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs is here to assist you, both in
preparing and submitting proposals. Making sure a sound proposal is submitted takes time
and teamwork on the part of the Principal Investigator and the office of ORSP.

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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FUNDING AT-A-GLANCE
Listing

Funding
Agency

Accounting &
Business

Institute of
Management
Accountants, Inc.

Chemistry

Camille and
Henry Dreyfus
Foundation
Camille and
Henry Dreyfus
Foundation
Wenner-Gren
Foundation for
Anthropological
Research, Inc.
National
Endowment for
the Humanities
(NEH)
National Science
Foundation (NSF)

Program Title

Deadline

Amount

Page

Call for Research
Proposals in
Management
Accounting
Senior Scientist
Mentor Program

Open

TBD

5

11/11/10

TBD

5

Special Grant
Program in the
Chemical Sciences
International
Collaborative
Research Grants

11/11/10

TBD

5

12/1/10

Maximum
$30,000

6

Collaborative
Research Grants

10/28/10

$25,000$100,000

6

Joint DMS/NIGMS
Initiative to
Support Research
at the Interface of
the Biological and
Mathematical
Sciences

10/1/10

$100,000$400,000

7

National Science
Foundation (NSF)

Partnerships for
Innovation

Maximum
$600,000

7

Earth &
Physical
Sciences
Fellowships

American
Astronomical
Society (AAS)
Radcliffe Institute

Small Research
Grants

10/1, Letter of
Intent
12/4, Proposal
11/29/10

$1,000-$7,000

8

10/1/10

Maximum
$65,000

8

General

National
Institutes of
Health (NIH)
Samuel H. Kress
Foundation
Institute for
Advanced Study
J. Paul Getty
Trust

Fellowships:
Creative Arts,
Humanities, and the
Social Sciences
Academic Research
Enhancement
Award
History of Arts
Grants Program
School of Historical
Studies Postdoctoral
Getty Scholar
Grants

10/25/10

Maximum
$30,000

8

10/15/10

TBD

9

11/1/10

Maximum
$65,000
Maximum
$65,000

9

AAS NEAC Japan
Studies Grants:
Research Travel
Within The USA

10/1/10

$2,000

10

Laura Bush 21st
Century Librarian
Program

12/15/10

$50,000

10

Collaborative
Research

History &
Philosophy

Humanities
International
Studies

Library
Services

Association for
Asian Studies,
Inc. (AAS)
Northeast Asia
Council (NEAC)
Institute of
Museum and
Library Services

11/1/10

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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Math and
Computer
Sciences

National Science
Foundation (NSF)

Research Networks
in the Mathematical
Sciences (RNMS)

11/9/10

Political
Sciences

United States
Institute of Peace
(USIP)
Smithsonian
Institution

Annual Grant
Competition

10/1/10

Kennan Institute:
Short Term Grants

Russell Sage
Foundation

Social Science
Research

Social
Sciences

$15 mil for 2-8
grants, each for
a max of $1
mil/yr for up to5
years.
Maximum
$55,000

11

12/1/10

TBD

12

Open

TBD

12

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Accounting
& Business
Institute of Management Accountants, Inc.

Chemistry

http://www.imanet.org/research_foundation.asp

Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation, Inc.
http://www.dreyfus.org/awards/senior_scientist_m
entor.shtml

Deadline: Open

Deadline: November 11, 2010

Call for Research Proposals in Management
Accounting

Senior Scientist Mentor Program

The Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) is
committed to funding and publishing relevant,
practitioner-oriented research that will support its
membership and the worldwide management
accounting profession as a whole. On behalf of
IMA, FAR is committed to investing in research
initiatives throughout the world that promote
thought leadership, create new knowledge, and
offer innovative ideas for the management
accounting profession.
Amount of Award: To Be Determined

The Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation
supports emeritus faculty who maintain active
research programs with undergraduates in the
chemical sciences.
http://www.dreyfus.org/awards/special_grant_prog
ram_chemical.shtml
Deadline: November 11, full proposal
Special Grant Program in the Chemical
Sciences
The Special Grant Program in the Chemical
Sciences supports innovative projects in any area
consistent with the Foundation's broad objective to
advance the chemical sciences.
Amount of Award: To Be Determined

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Collaborative Research
Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological
Research, Inc.
http://www.wennergren.org/programs/programs_s
how.htm?doc_id=368683

National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH)
http://www.neh.gov/grants/guidelines/Collaborat
ive.html

Deadline: December 1, 2010

Deadline: October 28, 2010

International Collaborative Research Grants

Collaborative Research Grants

The International Collaborative Research Grant
(ICRG)
supports
international
research
collaborations between two or more qualified
scholars, where the principal investigators bring
different
and
complementary
perspectives,
knowledge, and/or skills to the project.
Supplemental funds are also available to provide
essential
training
for
academic
research
participants in ICRG-funded projects (co-applicants,
students, as well as other professional colleagues).
By encouraging international collaborations, the
grant contributes to the development of an
international anthropology that values and
incorporates different national perspectives and
resources. By providing training funds, the grant
helps to build capacity in countries were
anthropology may be under-resourced.

Collaborative Research Grants support original
research undertaken by a team of two or more
scholars, for full-time or part-time activities for
periods of at least one year up to a maximum of
three years. Support is available for various
combinations of scholars, consultants, and
research assistants; project-related travel; field
work; applications of information technology; and
technical support and services. All grantees are
expected to communicate the results of their
work to the appropriate scholarly and public
audiences. Eligible projects include: (a) research
that significantly adds to knowledge and
understanding in the humanities; (b) conferences
on topics of major importance in the humanities
that will benefit scholarly research; (c)
archaeological projects that include the
interpretation and communication of results
(projects may encompass excavation, materials
analysis, laboratory work, field reports, and
preparation of interpretive monographs); and (d)
research that uses the knowledge and
perspectives of the humanities and historical or
philosophical methods to enhance understanding
of science, technology, medicine, and the social
sciences.

Amount of Award: Maximum $30,000

Amount of Award: $25,000 to $100,000

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Collaborative Research
National Science Foundation (NSF)
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pi
ms_id=5300

National Science Foundation (NSF)
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pim
s_id=5261

Deadline: October 1, 2010

Deadline: October 1, 2010, Letters of Intent
December 4, proposals

Joint DMS/NIGMS Initiative to Support
Research at the Interface of the
Biological and Mathematical Sciences
The Division of Mathematical Sciences in the
Directorate for Mathematical and Physical
Sciences at the National Science Foundation
and the National Institute of General Medical
Sciences at the National Institutes of Health
plan to support research in mathematics and
statistics on questions in the biological and
biomedical sciences. Both agencies recognize
the need and urgency for promoting research
at the interface between the mathematical
sciences and the life sciences. This competition
is designed to encourage new collaborations,
as well as to support existing ones.
Amount of Award: $100,000 to $400,000

Partnerships for Innovations (PFI)
One of the general goals of the Partnerships for
Innovation Program (PFI) is to stimulate the
transformation of knowledge created by the
research
and
education
enterprise
into
innovations that create new wealth; build strong
local, regional, and national economies; and
improve the national well-being. Aligned with this
goal, the PFI competition for FY 2011 funds will
provide support for innovation capacity building
to sustained, dynamic interactive knowledgeenhancing partnership groups composed of
academic researchers and small business (as
defined by the Small Business Administration
(SBA)) practitioners focused on intense
exploration, re-definition, and creation of novel
platforms for translating research and moving it
towards impact.
Amount of Award: Maximum $600,000

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Earth & Physical
Sciences

General

American Astronomical Society (AAS)
http://www.aas.org/grants/smrg.php

National Institutes of Health (NIH)
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/area.htm

Deadline: November 29, 2010

Deadline: October 25, 2010

Small Research Grants

Academic Research Enhancement Award
(AREA)

The purpose of this program is to cover costs
associated with any type of astronomical
research.
Amount of Award: $1,000 to $7,000

Fellowships
Radcliffe Institute
http://www.radcliffe.edu/fellowships/apply.aspx
Deadline: October 1, 2010
Fellowships: Creative Arts, Humanities, and
the Social Sciences
The Radcliffe Institute Fellowship Program is a
scholarly community where individuals pursue
advanced work across a wide range of academic
disciplines, professions, and creative arts.
Radcliffe Institute fellowships are designed to
support scholars, scientists, artists, and writers of
exceptional
promise
and
demonstrated
accomplishment who wish to pursue work in
academic and professional fields and in the
creative arts. In recognition of Radcliffe's historic
contributions to the education of women and to
the study of issues related to women, the
Radcliffe Institute sustains a continuing
commitment to the study of women, gender, and
society. Applicants' projects need not focus on
gender, however. Women and men from across
the United States and throughout the world,
including developing countries, are encouraged
to apply. The Institute seeks to build a
community of fellows that is diverse in every
way.

The AREA program will enable qualified
scientists to receive support for small-scale
research projects. These grants are intended to
create a research opportunity for scientists and
institutions otherwise unlikely to participate
extensively in NIH programs to support the
nation's biomedical and behavioral research
effort. It is anticipated that investigators
supported under the AREA program will benefit
from the opportunity to conduct independent
research; that the grantee institution will
benefit
from
a
research
environment
strengthened through AREA grants and
furthered by participation in the diverse
extramural programs of the NIH; and that
available students will benefit from exposure to
and participation in scientific research in the
biomedical, behavioral and clinical sciences.
The AREA program is a research grant program
and not a training or fellowship program.
Active involvement of undergraduate and
graduate students in the proposed research is
encouraged, and reviewers will consider
whether the proposed project will expose
undergraduate (preferably, if available) and
graduate students to meritorious research.
However, the application should not focus on
training objectives and training plans should
not be provided.
Amount of Award: Maximum $300,000

Amount of Award: Maximum $65,000

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
History and Philosophy
Samuel H. Kress Foundation
http://www.kressfoundation.org/grants/default
.aspx?id=142

Institute for Advanced Study (IAS)
http://www.hs.ias.edu/hsannoun.htm
Deadline: November 1, 2010

Deadline: October 15, 2010
School of Historical Studies Postdoctoral
History of Art Grants Program
The History of Art grant program supports
scholarly projects that will enhance the
appreciation and understanding of European
art and architecture. Grants are awarded to
projects
that
create
and
disseminate
specialized knowledge, including archival
projects, development and dissemination of
scholarly databases, documentation projects,
museum
exhibitions
and
publications,
photographic campaigns, scholarly catalogues
and publications, and technical and scientific
studies. Grants are also awarded for activities
that permit art historians to share their
expertise through international exchanges,
professional meetings, conferences, symposia,
consultations, the presentation of research,
and other professional events.
Amount of Award: To Be Determined

The Institute for Advanced Study is an
independent private institution founded in 1930
to create a community of scholars focused on
intellectual inquiry, free from teaching and
other university obligations. Each year scholars
from around the world apply to come to the
Institute to pursue their own research. Those
who are chosen are offered a membership for
a set period and a stipend. Members receive
access to the extensive resources of the
Institute, including offices, access to libraries,
subsidized restaurant and housing facilities,
and some secretarial services. The School of
Historical Studies supports scholarship in all
fields of historical research, but is concerned
principally with the history of western, near
eastern and Asian civilizations, with particular
emphasis upon Greek and Roman civilization,
the history of Europe (medieval, early modern,
and modern), the Islamic world, East Asian
studies, the history of art, the history of
science, philosophy, and modern international
relations. The School also offers the Edward T.
Cone Membership in Music Studies. Each year
the School welcomes approximately forty
Members. Most are working on topics in the
above mentioned fields, but each year the
School also selects some scholars working in
other areas of historical research. Members in
the School are appointed for either one term
(first term Sept. 19 to Dec. 16, second term
Jan. 9 to April 6) or for two terms, amounting
to a full academic year.
Amount of Award: Maximum $65,000

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Humanities
J. Paul Getty Trust
http://www.getty.edu/foundation/funding/residenti
al/

Library Services
Institute of Museum and Library Services
(IMLS)
http://www.imls.gov/applicants/grants/21century
Librarian.shtm

Deadline: November 1, 2010
Deadline: December 15, 2010
Getty Scholar Grants
Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Program
Getty Scholar grants provide a unique research
experience. Recipients are in residence at the Getty
Research Institute, where they pursue their own
projects free from academic obligations, make use
of Getty collections, join their colleagues in a
weekly meeting devoted to an annual theme, and
participate in the intellectual life of the Getty.
Amount of Award: Maximum $65,000

International
Studies
Association for Asian Studies, Inc. (AAS)
Northeast Asia Council (NEAC)

This program supports projects to develop faculty
and library leaders, to recruit and educate the
next generation of librarians, to conduct research
on the library profession, and to support early
career research on any area of library and
information science by tenure-track, untenured
faculty in graduate schools of library and
information science. It also supports projects to
attract high school and college students to
consider careers in libraries, to build institutional
capacity in graduate schools of library and
information science, and to assist in the
professional development of librarians and library
staff.
Amount of Award: $50,000

http://www.aasianst.org/grants/main.htm
Deadline: October 1, 2010
AAS NEAC Japan Studies Grants: Research
Travel Within the USA
The Northeast Asia Council (NEAC) of the
Association for Asian Studies, in conjunction with
the Japan-US Friendship Commission, supports a
variety of grant programs in Japanese studies
designed to facilitate the research of individual
scholars, to improve the quality of teaching about
Japan on both the college and precollege levels,
and to integrate the study of Japan into the major
academic disciplines. In the category of Research
Travel within the USA, financial assistance is
available to American citizens and U.S. permanent
residents who are engaged in scholarly research on
Japan and wish to use museum, library, or other
archival materials located in the USA.
Amount of Award: $2,000

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Math & Computer
Sciences

Political
Sciences

National Science Foundation (NSF)
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pi
ms_id=503461

United States Institute of Peace (USIP)
http://www.usip.org/grants-fellowships/annualgrant-competition

Deadline: November 9, 2010

Deadline: October 1, 2010

Research Networks in the Mathematical
Sciences (RNMS)

Annual Grant Competition

The Research Networks in the Mathematical
Sciences (RNMS) Program creates an award
mechanism that supports researchers in ways
that are intermediate in scale, scope, and
duration to existing individual investigator
awards and research institute awards. The
RNMS Program recognizes that, over the past
quarter century, mathematical research has
become
increasingly
collaborative
and
interactive, because effectively overcoming
core scientific challenges frequently requires
the sharing of ideas and expertise. A Research
Network is not a substitute for existing funding
mechanisms. In particular, it is intended to
complement (rather than replace) individual
investigator awards by providing additional
layers of interaction. Through the involvement
of postdoctoral researchers and students and
the promotion of international collaborations,
the RNMS will not only focus on problems at
the frontier of the mathematical sciences but
also lead to robust and diverse training of the
next generation of mathematicians and
statisticians.
Amount of Award: $15 million for 2-8 grants,
each for a maximum of $1 million per year for
up to 5 years.

The program increases the breadth and depth
of the Institute's work by supporting
peacebuilding projects managed by non-profit
organizations including educational institutions,
research institutions, and civil society
organizations. The annual competition (1)
supports innovative peacebuilding projects
involving research, the identification of
promising models and effective practices, the
development of practitioner resources and
tools, the development and delivery of
education, training and dialogue programs, and
the production of films, radio programs, and
other media; and (2) funds projects focused on
preventing, managing, and resolving violent
conflict
and
promoting
post-conflict
peacebuilding in settings outside the borders of
the USA. Awards support activities that apply
across a broad range of relevant disciplines,
skills, and approaches. USIP welcomes
proposals
of
an
interdisciplinary
or
multidisciplinary
nature.
Topic areas of interest to USIP include, but are
not
limited
to:
conflict
analysis
and
prevention;
mediation
and
conflict
resolution;
- post conflict peace and stability operations;
religion
and
peacemaking;
- women and girls in conflict and
peacebuilding;
- rule of law and transitional justice;
economies
and
conflict;
- social, psychological, and physical impacts of
war
and
conflict;
and
media
and
conflict.
Amount

of

Award:

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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$55,000
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FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Social Sciences
Smithsonian Institution
http://tinyurl.com/kdjek

Russell Sage Foundation
http://www.russellsage.org/about/

Deadline: December 1, 2010

Deadline: Open

Kennan Institute: Short Term Grants

Social Science Research

The Kennan Institute offers Short-Term Grants
(up to one month's duration) to scholars whose
research in the social sciences or humanities
focuses on the former Soviet Union (excluding
the Baltic States), and who demonstrate a
particular need to utilize the library, archival, and
other specialized resources of the Washington,
D.C. area. Policy-relevant research is preferred.

The Russell Sage Foundation is an operating
foundation directly involved in the conduct and
dissemination of social science research. In its
effort to improve the social effectiveness of
social research, the Foundation invites
individual scholars and collaborative groups
working in areas of Foundation interest to
participate in the Foundation’s Visiting Scholar
Program to pursue their research and writing
projects. The foundation also provides support
for scholars at other institutions to pursue
research
projects
that
advance
the
Foundation’s research programs.
Current
programs include: US Immigration, Cultural
Contact, Social Inequalities, a Behavioral
Economics Roundtable, the September 11
Initiative, and an Analysis of the 2000 Census.

Amount of Award: To Be Determined

Amount of Award: To Be Determined

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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Proposals Submitted
May 1, 2010 – August 31, 2010
July 2010
Name
Accounting &
Business
Mary-Jo Kranacher

Project Title

Agency

Amount

York College’s VITA
Program

Internal Revenue
Service (IRS)

$575,235

Identifying
biomarkers and
targets for therapy in
preterm delivery
RUI: How Thgl adds
G-1 to the 5? End of
Eukaryotic tRNAHis
RUI: Social behavior
in Drosophila
melanogaster:
investigation of
mechanisms
underlying social
space determination

March of Dimes

$653,267

National Science
Foundation (NSF)

$307,937

National Science
Foundation (NSF)

$868,686

CAREER:
Development of a
teretoxin
neuropeptide array
for investigating
neuronal circuits

National Science
Foundation (NSF)

$674,270

Mathematics,
Applications and
research in Queens
(MARQUEE)
CAREER: Applying
Statistical Method in
people Image Search
on the Web

National Science
Foundation (NSF)

$579,188

National Science
Foundation (NSF)

$448,501

Biology
Guillermina Girardi

Louis Levinger

Anne Simon

Chemistry
Mande Holford

Math & Computer
Sciences
Rishi Nath

Danyang Zhang

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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August 2010
Name
Chemistry
Stephen Fearnley

Lawrence Johnson

Math & Computer
Sciences
Lou D’Alotto

Project Title

Agency

Amount

RUI: New methods
for the total
synthesis of cisfused polycyclic
ether natural
products
Joint City College
(CCNY) and York
College (YC) Center
for Miniature
Photonic NanoBased Systems

National Science
Foundation (NSF)

$510,664

Department of
Defense (DOD)

$5,000,000

GENI Infrastructure
for Curriculum
Development and
Training

National Science
Foundation

$243,069

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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RFCUNY Supports
CUNY Research
Available Now:
Community of Science (COS)
Database
COS is a special service provided by the
Research Foundation in an effort to
promote and support the research
endeavor of CUNY.
To set up a profile go to
http://www.cos.com/rfcuny.shtml
For more information log onto
http://www.rfcuny.org
or contact ORSP at
(718) 262-2060

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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YORK COLLEGE
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
94-20 GUY R. BREWER BLVD.
JAMAICA, NEW YORK 11451
www.york.cuny.edu

Office of Research and
Sponsored Programs
(ORSP)
Staff Contact
Information
Dawn A. Hewitt
Director
718-262-2060-Phone
718-262-2326-FAX
hewittd@york.cuny.edu
Jennifer E. Hazlewood
Coordinator & IRB Administrator
718-262-2061-Phone
718-262-2326-FAX
jhazlewood@york.cuny.edu
Ezzard Scott
Grants Accountant
718-262-2125-Phone
718-262-2326-FAX
escott@york.cuny.edu
Marjorie Thomas
Assistant to the Grants
Accountant
718-262-5249-Phone
718-262-2326-FAX
mthomas@york.cuny.edu

www.york.cuny.edu/osr
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